
  2013-2014 Resident and Clinical Fellow 
Quality Improvement Incentive Program Scorecard

Program Goal

Anesthesia Use a standardized intraoperative hand-off checklist in Apex for 75% of surgical case handovers

Dermatology
Include a separate medication monitoring problem about glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis in the assessment and 
plan in 90 % of patient encounters

Emergency Use a real-time checklist for Rapid Sequance Intubation (RSI) with 80% compliance

General Surgery Remove foley catheters (or document reason to not remove) for 95% of patients by post-operative day 2

GI Fellows Increase the documented pneumonia vaccination rates of IBD patients to greater than 75%

Gyn-Onc Fellows
Provide pre-operative counseling regarding the benefit of pre-op supplementation with  an immunomodulating diet for 
90% of patients undergoing laparotomy or vulvar surgery 

Internal Medicine
Provide high-quality AVS containing Principal Diagnosis/Discharge Diagnosis, Patient Instructions, and Follow-up 
Appointment information to 75% of discharged patients

Lab Medicine Create a relational database with at least 65 entries

Nephrology Notify outpatient nephrologists upon initial consultation of their hospitalized patients with ESRD at least 75% o f the time

Neurology Residents will provide stroke teaching to 70% of  patients or primary caregivers

Neurosurgery Utilize and document an EVD placement checklist 90% of the time

Ob-Gyn
L&D admission orders and preoperative c-section orders  for T&C vs T&S are ordered in concordance with the CMQCC 
guidelines 90% of the time

Orthopedics Screen for vitamin D deficiency and treat if appropriate in 70% of hip fracture patients

Otolaryngology Provide surgery-specific discharge instructions to 85% of patients in the AVS

Palliative Med Fellows
Improve the percentage of patients with pain who have an improvement in their pain from the day of initial palliative 
care consult to the subsequent day by 25%, from a baseline percentage of 45.5% to 56.9%

Pediatrics
Provide high-quality AVS containing Principal Diagnosis/Discharge Diagnosis, Patient Instructions, and Fo llow-up 
Appointment information to 75% of discharged patients

Psychiatry
Have at least 50% of patients who are on atypical antipsychotics and seen in the Adult Psychiatry Outpatient Clinic (APC) 
at Langley Porter have at least two BMIs documented during the course of the year

Pulmonary CC Fellows Limit fluoroscopic procedures to <3 min radiation time for 80% of patients

Radiation Oncology Initiate of indicated treatments within 14 days of getting MRI for 75% of patients

Transplant Hep See 75% of internal referrals in clinic within two weeks

Urology Determine the smoking status and obtain a smoking cessation consult in 80 % of operative patients
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